The Train-the-Trainer programme is an interactive multiplier programme which imparts basic knowledge in the most important aspects of RDM as well as in methods which can be directly transferred by the participants to their own trainings. The contents are published in extensive materials such as teaching scripts, working materials and an explanatory concept.

RISE-DE is a reference model for self-evaluation and target setting in institutional research data management, which is suitable as a tool for designing stakeholder-oriented strategy processes. RISE-DE was developed on the basis of the RISE framework of the DCC for use in the German scientific context.

The research data policy kit is designed as a modular system that takes both general and individual conditions into account. With the help of guiding questions and text modules, each university can compile its own research data policy. The policy kit is supplemented by a guideline that supports universities in their strategic approach to implement a research data policy.

In the recommendations, central university offices such as libraries, computer centres or research departments learn which legal contacts at their own universities could be cooperated with, to what extent external actors should be involved and to what extent the establishment or expansion of their own legal competence appears necessary for the RDM portfolio.

The research data policy kit is designed as a modular system that takes both general and individual conditions into account. With the help of guiding questions and text modules, each university can compile its own research data policy. The policy kit is supplemented by a guideline that supports universities in their strategic approach to implement a research data policy.
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